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Openclaims expands into German market!

The Dutch SaaS platform for claims and body repair management, Openclaims, will open 

an office in Cologne, Germany, on 1 April 2022. Given the developments that the Amster-

dam-based company has gone through in the Dutch market, the opening of the German 

office is a logical step. In October 2021 they already opened an office in Copenhagen, Den-

mark.

As in the Netherlands and Scandinavia, the German automotive market is experiencing 

changes in the body repair process and constantly maturing consumer needs. This requi-

res adaptable, flexible, and innovative solutions. The Openclaims platform responds to this 

need by (further) digitizing the damage and repair management process of their customers.

Stephan Stergiou, CEO Openclaims, on the expansion into Germany: “After opening our of-

fice in Copenhagen, which serves the Scandinavian market, Germany was the most logical 

step for us. Due to the continuing demand from international customers, we expect to open 

even more local offices this year.”

Openclaims offers a Software as a Service (SaaS) solution to customers in the leasing, 

insurance, and automotive markets. The platform offers end-to-end solutions that enable 

their customers to set up touchless backend processes, configure digital customer jour-

neys and arrange data-driven distribution of car repairs. Customers like LeasePlan, Scha-

degarant (the foundation that handles all claims for insurers like Nationale Nederlanden 

and ASR), and German online insurer rhion (RheinLand Versicherungsgruppe) have already 

been working with the Openclaims platform for some time. The results are higher customer 

satisfaction, lower out-of-pocket claim and repair costs, lower process costs, and higher 

repair quality.

www.openclaims.com
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